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n In The Beginning
Between 1617 and 1621, Robert Fludd, an English cos-
mologist-philosopher-occultist = know-all, published his
multi-volume treatise The Metaphysical, Physical, and Tech-
nical History of the Two Worlds, Namely the Greater and the
Lesser. It was Fludd’s intention to explain everything. He
included many elaborate diagrams that demonstrated
everything from the movements of the planets to the work-
ings of the mind. But then he came to speculate on what
existed before anything existed and how to illustrate noth-
ingness – the state of the universe before creation. He did
it with an image that four centuries later is still startling.
He filled the page with a black square, The Great Darkness.
As he did, he was aware that even this blackness, devoid of
detail as it was, had a form, a shape, an edge where the
blackness began and ended. So, on each edge of the square
Fludd added: “Et sic in infinitum...” (And so on to infinity…
François Laruelle wrote in an essay On the Black Universe:

“Black prior to light is the substance of the Universe, 
what escaped from the World before the World 
was born into the World.” 

Fludd’s diagram looks incredibly modern, a little like a Polaroid
instant photo. It also looks a lot like one of the icons of modern
art – Kazimir Malevich’s 1915 work Black Square. Malevich in
effect reduced the subject of this painting to nothing, to
free painting from having to be representational – pictures
of things, scenes, people or events. Malevich wrote of it:
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“Up until now there were no attempts at painting as
such, without any attribute of real life… Painting was
the aesthetic side of a thing, but never was original
and an end in itself.”

n Black Humour
It is not known if Malevich ever saw Fludd’s diagram. They
share the same form – they are black squares that paradox-
ically represent the absence of form, but the two people
who produced them attached very clear and very different
meanings to them, though Malevich too assigned a spiritual
context to his work, viewing it as an icon.

But Malevich may have seen another black painting. 
In 1897, the French humourist and writer Alphonse Allais
produced an all-black painting entitled (without regard to
modern sensibilities of racism) Combat des Negres dans une
cave, pendant la nuit (Negroes Fighting in a Cellar at Night). 
Allais laughed so much at his black humour, he went on to
repeat the joke in different colours.
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Red: Apoplectic Cardinals Harvesting Tomatoes On The Shore
Of The Red Sea. White: First Communion of Anaemic Young
Girls-In The Snow, etc. Malevich himself would later paint
three more versions of the Black Square (and a red square
in 1915 and White on White in 1917). As for Allais, in the
same year he was painting his black picture, he was com-
posing the earliest known completely silent musical com-
position. His Funeral March for the Obsequies of a Great Deaf
Man consists of twenty-four blank measures and predates
by over half a century John Cage’s silent piece 4'33. Perhaps
he should have taken himself more seriously.

In 2015, experts at Moscow’s Tretyakov Gallery scanned
Malevich's Black Square to discover more about its creation.
Under the surface they discovered two earlier paintings and
an inscription in Russian, which reads, “Negroes battling
in a cave”. It is unclear if this was a conscious reference to
Alliais, or an acknowledgment that some might take his 
total rejection of representational art as Allais-esqe joke. 
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He actually dated the Black Square as being painted in
1913 – again was this a joke or an attempt to position it as
even more influential in the timeline of modern art? He
had certainly thought about black squares in 1913 and in-
cluded one in a theatre backdrop. Although Malevich’s stri-
dent declarations and manifestos sound po-faced – the
avant grade was full of jokers. Duchamp showed a fine ap-
preciation of the absurd when he chose a urinal as the
ready-made object he would place in a gallery to ask what
made art art. 

n Any Colour You Like
“You can have a Model-T automobile in any colour you like
– as long as it's black” said Henry Ford. The use of stan-
dardisation, mechanisation and assembly lines made him a
pioneer of mass production and mass consumption. He
even got his own “-ism” – Fordism – to describe the capi-
talist social and economic system that developed over the
first half of the 20th Century. The question for many artists
was how to reflect the rapid, often violent changes that were
going on in the real world – Cubism, Futurism and Male-
vich’s own theory of Suprematism were three responses.
After the Russian Revolution in 1917, one of Malevich’s
former acoylites Alexander Rodchenko became a leader in-
Constructivism and for a while red squares replaced black
squares. But black squares didn’t end with Malevich, who
even after a return to figurative painting in the Stalin ap-
proved era of socialist realism, was buried in a coffin deco-
rated with a black square. 
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His 1915 Black Square is now too delicate to be moved. It’s
surface, once a pure black presence has faded and crazed.
Many other artists have painted black shapes. 
They are all different, even in reproductions we can see the
aesthetic differences. It’s unlikely that now any of them are
unaware of the Malevich. But the differences run deeper
than the physical surface of the paint. By giving so few clues
they force the viewer to delve deeper to find meaning. The
blackness encourages stillness and contemplation – two
states that Russian/American painter Mark Rothko ex-
ploits in the 14 large black canvases hung around the
Rothko Chapel (1971) in Houston, Texas. 

Is black a colour, or are we sensing the absence of light? Is
it something or nothing? Black is the one philosophers con-
jure with. If we say it is a colour, then it clearly isn’t just any
colour. And not all black is the same. Ad Reinhardt, plays
a visual trick in Abstract Painting a big black square that is
actually made up of nine smaller squares, each of subtly dif-
ferent blacks.
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Throughout art history the technical limitations and pos-
sibilities of the actual paint itself has influenced what artists
did. In 1951, the abstract expressionist Jackson Pollack said:

“It seems to me that the modern painter cannot express
his age, the airplane, the atom bomb, the radio, in the
old forms of the Renaissance or any other past culture.
Each age finds its own technique.”

Pollock (or “Jack The Dripper”) used enamel car paint (es-
pecially black) that dripped readily from his brush and dried
to a hard, glossy finish. The way his paintings looked was
intrinsically linked to his technique. 

n More Black
In the mockumentary Spinal Tap, heavy metal guitarist
Nigel Tufnel says of a record sleeve:

“It’s like, how much more black could this be? 
The answer is none. None more black.” 

He was wrong. But more black is not for everyone. 
Vantablack is the blackest black yet made. It absorbs 99.6%
of visible light. It is so dark a crumpled piece of aluminum
foil looks perfectly smooth when coated in it. Surrey
NanoSystems, a British technology company developed it
for applications such banishing reflections inside telescopes. 
One wonders what wondrous diagrams Robert Fludd
would have made had he effectively been able to peer back
in time towards the Big Bang with the Hubble Telescope? 
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An artist could make something with Vantablack. But the
only artist who is going to is sculptor Anish Kapoor. The
developer has agreed exclusive rights with him for artistic
applications of their product. One of the first things Kapoor
did was to paint his massive mirrored bean shaped sculpture
Cloud Gate Vantablack. The effect on this Chicago land-
mark is as startling as Fludd’s 17th Century Polaroid.
Tourists used to take pictures of themselves in the reflection
of the Chicago skyline. Now their selfies look completely
unnatural – just as if they were cut out in PhotoShop and
placed against a pure, black, empty void. 

n More Than Less
People are still painting black squares.  I came across a pic-
ture of an American politician waving around a photocopy
of what I thought was Black Square. It wasn’t. He was show-
ing a piece of  evidence that had been ‘redacted’ – obtained
under freedom of information laws, but censored by ob-
scuring parts of the information with black lines and
squares. Black squares still have something to say even as
they move from the sublime to the ridiculous.
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